
Worksheet 12 / 15 Name:
1. For each of the following method names and descriptions, give the most appropriate method header. It

is not necessary to give the body of the method.

(a) makePlural() : Given an English word, returns the plural of that word

(b) makeOrdinal() : Given an integer, returns a string indicating the corresponding ordinal number
(e.g., 1st, 2nd, . . . )

(c) addCommas() : Given a string of decimal digits representing a number, produces a string formed by
inserting commas at every third position, starting on the right.

(d) convert() : Given an integer, produces a string representing the number with commas inserted at
every third position, starting on the right.

(e) intoWords() : Given an integer between 0 and 999,999, produces a string that represents that number
in words (like on a check)

(f) approximatePi() : Calculates the value of PI to 6 decimal places

(g) follows() : Determines whether two characters are consecutive alphabetically

(h) answer() : Given a prompt, displays it then determines whether the user entered yes or no

(i) dateToString() : Given a numeric version of the date (day, month, and year), return a string version
consisting of the day, a hyphen, the first three letters of the corresponding month, and the last 2
digits of the year
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2.(a) cardToString() : Devise a method which when given two integers, creates a String representing
a card from a complete deck of 52 playing cards from them. Let rank (Ace, 2, 3, ...10, Jack,

Queen, King) be 1 through 13, and suit (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, Spades) be 1 through 4. For
example: a card with rank 12 and suit 3 would be Queen of Diamonds.

(b) Assume a RandomGenerator object rgen has been created and is available:
private RandomGenerator rgen = RandomGenerator.getInstance();

Utilize cardToString() from above to generate a random card from a standard deck, and store it in
an appropriate object.


